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Abstract- in this paper, ontology based software automated system for project cost estimation is proposed. The system uses the ONTOCOM cost estimation model. The system is implemented using Microsoft visual studio ASP.Net C#. It is cost effective and can run easily on Personal Computers. The system has user’s friendly interfaces, where project designers can access it through helpful labeled screens and menus. Project estimated size and effort results are obtained in the form of graphical charts. The system is tested successfully using several previously data projects. The system provides several benefits to software vendors, among these are: speed, accuracy and adaptability, since it can be reprogrammed easily to do need tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software cost estimation is important for budgeting, risk analysis, project planning and software improvement analysis. Software project cost estimation techniques are required in order to compute project cost expressed in person months. This process is an essential part of software project management life cycle that is usually done by software project providers before implementing the project. Many cost estimation models are used by software project vendors, among these are COCOMO models [1, 2]. The way to measure the size of a software system; in these models; usually expressed in lines of code or function/object points [3]. These models; however; cannot be directly applied to ontologies, due to the fact that the implementation in a specific representation language, but by the number of ontological primitives (concepts, properties relations, functions, constraints and axioms) contained by the conceptual model. For these reasons, COCOMO models are not suitable to estimate software projects cost that are intended to be implemented using ontology engineering. In this paper, we propose an automation system that can be used to estimate software project cost that is based on ontology engineering using ONTOCOM model [5, 6]. The ONTOCOM model is a cost estimation model for the area of ontology engineering, whose goal is to predict the cost; expressed in person month (PM); arising in typical classes of ontology engineering processes such as ontology building, reuse or maintenance. The ONTOCOM cost model can be permanently calibrated and refined with the collection of empiric data on person month efforts spent in developing real-world ontologies. A parametric prediction equation contains product personnel and project management-related effort multipliers (EM) are used to adjust the nominal development effort, reflecting the specialties of the ontology and of the underlying engineering process. The proposed system has many advantages for software project designers among these are: Speed- since it process projects information much more quickly. Repetition- same task can be done over again. Accuracy: since detailed work can follow precise instructions without error. The quality of the work can be done of the same standard. Adaptability- the system can be reprogrammed to do different other needed tasks. Reduce cost – since the system can operate several continues hours economically. Ease of Use- this is provided using friendly user system interface. Help and Support- are provided through tutorials and online documentations when required.

II. COST ESTIMATION FOR ONTOLOGIES

A. Common Estimation Techniques

Cost estimation consists of techniques for planning, estimating, and monitoring the cost, budget, or schedule of a project. There are several common approaches to cost estimation. These can include [4]: 1-Analogy Method: In this method, the cost associated with similar projects should have similar costs. 2-Bottom-Up Method: This method tries to identify specific components and estimates the costs associated with the development of each component. Subsequently it calculates the overall effort as the sum of its parts. 3-Top-Down Method: In this method, a partition is done at a certain phase in the project where such a partition is justifiable. It is basically the opposite of the Bottom-Up approach, applicable in situations where at an early stage of the project the components cannot be identified and only global properties are known. 4-Expert Judgment/Delphi Method: This method involves a structured process of data collection based on expert opinion about the efforts associated with different aspects of the project. 5-Parametric/Algorithmic Method: This approach uses a mathematical formula to
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calculate the effort based on a statistical analysis of data from previous projects. It tries to improve accuracy and find dependencies between cost factors.

B. The Top down breakdown methodology

The top-down partitioning considered by ONTOCOM is based on a study of several ontology development methodologies [5]. A typical ontology engineering process depicts the following development steps, shown in Fig.1:

1- Requirements analysis: It consists of tasks such as analysis of project settings based on a pre-determined set of requirements, knowledge gathering activities and use or reuse of any information sources. 2- Conceptualization: Where, the application domain is modeled in terms of ontological primitives such as concepts, properties, or axioms. 3- Implementation: Where, the conceptual model is implemented in a language, whose expressiveness is appropriate to the richness of the model. 4- Evaluation: Where, the resulting ontology is evaluated in a manual, semi-automatic or automatic way after which the ontology can undergo changes based on the results of the evaluation.

Fig.1 shows the Top down breakdown methodology

C. ONTOCOM Estimation

ONTOCOM is an important model used to investigate the economic aspects of knowledge structures for ontology development. It deals with estimating the development effort needed to build an ontology, taking into account all the phases in the ontology life-cycle. It uses the well known parametric approach of the Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO II) [2] to derive a similar cost model for ontologies. ONTOCOM applies a parametric formula to calculate the effort in person months, statistically calibrating the formula based on expert input and historical data from developers. The ONTOCOM model is realized in three main steps, shown in Fig.2

1) Define lifecycle phases
2) Specify cost drivers
3) Refine the model

First, a top-down work breakdown is done along the phases of the ontology engineering process. Second, a set of cost drivers and values associated with pre-defined intervals are proposed and evaluated by experts in the field of ontology development. Third, an a-posteriori model is proposed based on a mathematical formula after which empirical (historical) data from previous ontology building projects are gathered and used in conjunction with the expert data to statistically calibrate the model and analyze dependencies between cost drivers. This calibration results in a better and a validated a-posteriori model. The ONTOCOM model operates as follows:

1- Ontology Lifecycle Phases: The top-down breakdown of ontology engineering processes is used to reduce complexity by decomposition. It defines the life cycle of the ontology phases: Building, Maintenance and Reuse. Ontology Building- includes the sub-tasks like: specification, conceptualization, implementation, instantiation and evaluation. Ontology Maintenance- involves costs related to getting familiar and updating the ontology. Ontology Reuse - accounts for the efforts related to the re-usage of existing source ontologies for the generation of new target ontologies and involves costs related to finding, evaluating and adapting the former ones to the requirements of the latter.

2- Specify Cost Drivers: As a consequence, estimating the effort (in person months PM) related to ontology engineering is reduced to a sum of the costs arising in the building (with or without reuse) and maintaining ontologies: PM = PMB + PMM + PMR. Where PMB, PMM and PMR represent the effort associated to building, maintaining and reusing ontologies, respectively. The partial costs are calculated in ONTOCOM using formula shown in Fig.4.

3- Refine the ONTOCOM Model: Similar to other parametric models, ONTOCOM relies on statistics based on previous project data to calibrate the model and thus create a-posteriori model which will produce better estimates. ONTOCOM follows the calibration techniques described in [7,9] which refine the values (weights) on the ratings of the cost drivers by statistically tuning the values to reflect both the input from the experts and those of the historical data. The ONTOCOM calibration process can be realized as shown in Fig.3.
Fig. 3 shows the ONTOCOM calibration process.

III. ONTOCOM FORMULA

Fig. 4 shows the ONTOCOM effort estimation formula. Each of the three development ontology phases; shown above in Fig. 2 is associated with specific cost factors. The most significant one is the Size of the ontology involved in a project. The Size parameter is expressed in kilo entities of ontological primitives – (the sum of all concepts, relations, axioms and instances). The total Size is computed as: \( Size = Size_b + Size_M + Size_r \). Where, \( Size_b \) corresponds to the size of the newly built ontology i.e. the number of primitives which are expected to result from the conceptualization phase. \( Size_m \), in case of ontology maintenance, depends on the expected number of modified items. \( Size_r \), for reuse purpose, is the size of the original source after being tailored to the present application setting. In particular this involves the parts of the source ontologies which have to be translated to the final representation language, the ones whose content has to be adapted to the target scope and the fragments directly integrated. The possibility of a non-linear behavior in effort of the model w.r.t. the size of the ontology is covered by the exponential factor \( B \).

Further on, start-up costs, which are not proportional to the size of a project, are intended to be counterbalanced by a baseline multiplicative constant \( A \) in person months. For example, for an ontology with 800 concepts, 100 relations and 50 axioms, the \( Size_b \) will have the value, \( Size_b = (800 + 100 + 50) / 1000 = 0.95 \) kilo entities.

Each cost driver is assigned with five ratings from Very Low to Very High. The initial input values for the ratings of the product factors cost drivers; the so-called “a-priori cost model” are indicated in the Table-1. For example, a High or Very High rating for the \( DCPLX \) means that the domain modeled was complex and that this had a high or very high impact on the development effort. Conversely, if the domain modeled by the ontology is simple in nature the \( DCPLX \) rating for that ontology should be Low or Very Low. For the a-priori model each of these ratings corresponds to a numeric value i.e. a weight which

A. ONTOCOM Cost Drivers

The core parts of the ONTOCOM formula are the cost drivers (CD), which have a rating level that impact on the development effort (EM). The total amount of cost driver’s equals 20. Table 1 shows descriptions of 14 used cost drivers. Identification of these cost drivers are estimated through literature survey, analysis of empirical data and expert interviews. They are also subject of further calibration on the basis of the statistical analysis of real-world projects data. These cost drivers are classified into three main categories: Product drivers, Project drivers, and Personnel drivers. Product drivers account for the influence ontology characteristics have on project costs: E.g. Complexity of the Domain Analysis (\( DCPLX \)), Required Reusability (\( REUSE \)), and Documentation Needs (\( DOCU \)). Project drivers account for the influence of project setting characteristics on the overall development which looks at the environment settings that supports or hinders progress in the engineering process. E.g. Support Tools (\( TOOL \)), multi-site development (\( SITE \)). Personnel drivers emphasize the role of team experience, ability and continuity w.r.t. the effort invested in the project. E.g. Ontologist / Domain Expert Experience (\( DEEXP \)), Language/Tool Experience (\( LEXP \)).

Each cost driver is assigned with five ratings from Very Low to Very High. The initial input values for the ratings of the product factors cost drivers; the so-called “a-priori cost model” are indicated in the Table-1. For example, a High or Very High rating for the \( DCPLX \) means that the domain modeled was complex and that this had a high or very high impact on the development effort. Conversely, if the domain modeled by the ontology is simple in nature the \( DCPLX \) rating for that ontology should be Low or Very Low. For the a-priori model each of these ratings corresponds to a numeric value i.e. a weight which
Table 1 is derived based on interviews with experts and is calculated as an average of their proposed values. Each rating level of each cost driver is associated to a weight for the effort multiplier (EM). The average EM assigned to a cost driver is 1.0 (nominal weight). If a rating level causes more development effort, its corresponding EM is above 1.0. If the rating level reduces the effort then the corresponding EM is less than the nominal value.

For each cost driver, a decision criteria is specified in detail which are relevant when assigning the corresponding effort multipliers. For example, in the a-priori cost model a team of 3 ontology engineering experts (OEXP) assigned start values between 0.1 and 2 to the effort multipliers, depending on the contribution of the corresponding cost driver to the overall development costs. For a numerical example assume: ontology with 800 concepts, 100 relations and 50 axioms. Cost drivers: DCPLX is high; Evaluation of the results (OE) has a high influence on the effort. Remaining cost drivers: nominal effort. Constants A and B: values 2.58 and 0.15 as resulting from the calibration. Hence; from Table 1; the cost driver’s ratings are: DCPLX = 1.26 (High), OE = 1.09 (High), ICPLX = 1.05 (Low). Hence: Size = (800 + 100 + 50) / 1000 = 0.95 kilo entities, and PM = 2.58 * 0.95 * 0.15 * (1.26 * 1.09 * 1.05) = 3.68 PMs.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

The proposed system is implemented of three main components, Fig. 5. The 1st component determines the life cycle which include the ontology building scenario. The 2nd component includes specification of the size of ontology to be build, expressed in thousands of ontological primitives (concepts, relations, axioms, and instances). The 3rd component includes specification of cost drivers rating for a project, corresponding to the information available. The system is implemented using Microsoft visual studio ASP.Net C# that can be run easily on PC. When running the system, the data of the project will be entered using the helpful labeled menus. Then the System developer will be able to see the results in the form of graphical chart and also in the form of tabulated information that include all project type components and project cost related to person month. This is explained in the following Figures (6-10).
Fig. 6 main screen.

Fig. 7 shows a screen, where project developer can enter project name, code, and its type.

Fig. 8 screen shows project life cycle, and project ontology components.

Fig. 9 the screen shows types of cost driver’s description and their initial rating values.

Fig. 10 shows a graph chart indicating projects name, code, Size in kilo entities and Effort in PM.

V. CONCLUSION
The work explained in this paper, proposed an ONTOCOM based automated system which is implemented using VS-ASP.Net C#. The system can be used effectively by software vendors to estimate project costs that are based on ontology engineering. The system is cost effective and contains friendly user interfaces, where a user can access the system through helpful easy labeled menus. The system is tested using several previously data projects which are used successfully to calibrate the system. Project estimated size and effort results can be obtained in graphical charts. The system also offers several benefits to software project designers, among these are: speed, accuracy and adaptability.
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